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Great Books for Kids 

 

Learn about the elements on the 

periodic table with Scholastic 

Discover More: The Elements 

 

Click here for more information. 
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Bones of the Upper Body 
 

 
The human skeleton has 206 bones. 
 
The clavicle is also called the collar bone. 
 
The scapula is a wide flat, bone.  
 
Your ribs protect your heart and lungs. 
 
The sternum is also called the breastbone. 
 
The spine has lots of nerves inside. Nerves connect your brain to the rest of your 
body. There are bones attached to the spine called vertebrae. 
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Three States of Matter: Solids 
Everything is made up of atoms. Scientists use the word matter to describe 
what makes up every object. There are three basic states of matter in 
science. They are solids, liquids, and gases. The speed and density of atoms 
determine the state of matter of an object. First we will look at solids. 

 

 

A solid has a particular size and shape. A coin, wooden block, a table and a 
loaf of bread are all solids. Their shape can only be changed by using force. 

For example, you can change the shape of a loaf 
of bread by cutting it with a knife. 

The atoms in a solid are tightly packed together. 
They don’t move very much because there isn’t 
much free space between the atoms. There is 
little room for movement.  
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Grasslands 
Grasslands are usually open and often flat grassy areas with few or no trees. 

Grasslands have different names 
in different parts of the world. In 
the United States they're called 
prairies. In South America, 
they're known as pampas. 
Eurasian grasslands are called 
steppes. In Africa, they're called 
savannas. Grasslands are areas 
where there isn’t enough rainfall 
to support the growth of forests, 
but enough to prevent deserts 
from forming. 

Grasslands are often located between forests and deserts. They cover about a 
quarter of the Earth's land. Grasslands can be tropical or temperate. Tropical 
grasslands are warm all year 
round. They have a dry season 
and a rainy season. The African 
savanna is tropical grassland. It is 
home to giraffes, elephants, 
zebras, lions, rhinos, and 
warthogs. 

Temperate grasslands have hot 
and cold seasons. They are 
usually very windy. Many 
burrowing animals, like prairie dogs, live in grassland areas. Bison, deer, rabbits, 
mice, coyotes, and snakes are other grassland animals. Temperate grasslands are 
often used for farmland. They have rich, fertile soil.  
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Constellations and the Zodiac 

 

The Constellation of Orion, the hunter 

There are 88 constellations that cover the entire sky in the northern and southern 

hemispheres. Most of these star patterns have 

little or no resemblance to the things they 

represent. 

Forty eight of the constellations can be found 

in a book called the Almagest. It was written 

almost 2000 years ago by an astronomer 

named Ptolemy. The 48 constellations listed in 

Ptolemy's Almagest included Andromeda, 

Boötes, Cassiopeia, Cetus, Corona Australis, 

Corona Borealis, Hercules, Pegasus, Perseus, 

Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, which are in the 

Northern Hemisphere.  

 

Ptolemy 
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The 12 Zodiacal Constellations Aries, Aquarius, Cancer, Capricornus, Gemini, Leo, 

Libra, Pisces, Sagittarius, Scorpius, Taurus, and Virgo were also in the Almagest. 

The Zodiac is the path the sun, moon and planets seem to take through the sky. 

Because most of the Zodiacal constellations used to represent animals, the 

ancient Greeks called this path in the sky the zōdiakos kyklos, which means “circle 

of animals.” 

 

 

 



Famous Landmark: Machu Picchu 

The ruins of many buildings built by an ancient 

people called the Inca can be found in a country 

called Peru. Peru is in South America. The Incas 

were one of the peoples who were native to South 

America. They built very large cities. They built 

many roads and bridges. They built temples to 

worship their gods. 

Machu Picchu is one famous Inca site. It is often 

called the Lost City of the Incas. It is high in the 

Andes Mountains. Visitors like to visit Machu 

Picchu. Tourists often walk to the city using a road 

built by the Incas long ago. It is called the Inca 

Trail. It takes a few days to walk from the starting area to Machu Picchu. 

 

South American 

Cowboys 

People on horseback are needed to care for 

cows on large cattle ranches. In the English 

language they are known as cowboys. Different 

words are used for cowboys in the various 

South American countries. Gaucho is the name 

used for cowboys in the nations of Argentina 

and Uruguay and in the southern part of Brazil. 

Cowboys are called vaqueiro in Northern Brazil. 

They are called huaso in Chile and llanero in 

Venezuela and Colombia. 
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Continents: South America 

 

South America has a population of approximately 385 million people in a dozen 

countries. The countries are Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, 

French Guiana, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay and Venezuela.  

Populations range from almost 200 million people living in Brazil to less than 250 

thousand in French Guiana. After Brazil, the next most populated country is 

Colombia with 47 million people and Argentina with 41 million.   

Some of the most populated cities in South America are Buenos Aires in 

Argentina, Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, Lima in Peru and Bogota in 

Colombia. Spanish and Portuguese are the most widely spoken languages on the 

continent.  

The world's longest mountain chain, the Andes, runs North to South through 

much of the continent. It runs through seven countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, 

Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela. The highest peak in the Andes and South 

America is Aconcagua located in Argentina. 

The Amazon Rainforest is the largest rainforest in the world. The Amazon is the 

longest river on the continent.  Lake Titicaca, on the border of Peru and Bolivia, is 

the largest lake. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nw1H8aIhKNk


Ancient Babylon 
Important early civilizations usually grew close to rivers. The Egyptians built an 

important civilization along the Nile River. 

The Babylonian civilization was an important 

civilization in Mesopotamia. This was the 

name of the area between the Tigris and 

Euphrates rivers.  

Babylon was a large walled city. It had a huge 

ziggurat or temple. The Ishtar Gates were the 

entrance to the walled city. The gates had 

dragons and bulls to honor the god Marduk. 

Marduk was the most important of the 

Babylonian gods. 

The Babylonians had a great king named 

Hammurabi. He is famous for creating the first set of written laws. Everyone had 

to obey the law whether they were rich or poor.    

Musical Instruments: Maracas 

Musical instruments fall into different groups: strings, 

woodwind, brass, percussion and keyboard. Which group 

do you think maracas should be in? Maracas are 

percussion instruments.  

Maracas are native to Latin America. They are often used 

in Latin American and classical music. They are also widely 

used when teaching music to children. Kids shake them to 

learn rhythm. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gtylMWw4zVg&feature=related
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John Tyler was born March 29, 1790 in Virginia. His 

Mother died when he was 7 years old. He 

graduated from college in 1807. After college, he 

studied law.  

He was the Vice President under President William 

Henry Harrison in the election of 1840. When 

Harrison died after only one month in office, Tyler 

took over the presidency. He was sworn in on April 

6, 1841. He didn’t have a Vice President. 

Tyler didn’t run for reelection in 1844. He supported secession of the Southern 

States during the American Civil War. This means he wanted the Southern States 

to break away from the rest of the United States. He died on January 18, 1862 at 

the age of 71. 

 

James K. Polk was born on November 2, 1795 in North Carolina. When he was 10, 

his family moved to Tennessee. He was a sickly child, who didn’t start his formal 

education until he was 18. He graduated 

from the University of North Carolina. 

Polk was president during the Mexican-

American War. There was a dispute about 

borders with Mexico. The U.S. wanted the 

border to be at the Rio Grande River. When 

Mexico wouldn’t agree, it led to a war. In 

February, 1848, The Treaty of Guadalupe 

Hidalgo was signed, which ended the war. 

According to the treaty, the border was set 

at the Rio Grande. The U.S. gained a huge 

amount of territory as a result, which included the state of California. The U.S. 

paid Mexico $15 million for the territory. This treaty reduced the size of Mexico to 

half of its previous size. 
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Three Branches of Government 

Judicial Branch 

The United States of America has 3 branches of government. They are: 
 

 The Executive Branch 

 The Legislative Branch 

 The Judicial Branch 

 

The United States Constitution is a complicated document. Courts are needed to 

interpret or figure out its meaning. The Judicial Branch is responsible for doing 

this. 

The Supreme Court is the 

most important court in the 

Judicial Branch.  All other 

courts in the United States 

must follow the decision 

made by the justices of the 

Supreme Court. The Supreme 

Court can also decide 

whether federal, state, and 

local governments are 

following the law. It can 

decide if laws passed by 

Congress or a president's 

actions are constitutional or 

not. 

If someone is unhappy about a ruling in a lower court, they can make an appeal to 

a higher court. Higher courts can overturn the rulings or judgments of lower 

courts. Overturn means they say the ruling of a lower court was wrong. The 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5M50xBz1cU
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highest court of all is the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court only accepts a small 

number of the appeals made to it. Any judgments from this court are final. 

 

 

Nine justices or judges serve on the Supreme Court of the United States 

 

 

The Supreme Court Building in Washington DC 
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The Four Seasons Autumn 

The Four Seasons is composer Antonio Vivaldi's most 

famous work. It is a set of four violin concertos.  A 

concerto is a piece of music that has three parts called 

movements. A solo instrument, such as a violin or cello, 

is accompanied by an orchestra. 

The Four Seasons includes Spring, Summer, Autumn and 

Winter. Vivaldi wrote sonnets to go with each season. A 

sonnet is a fourteen line poem. The sonnets were 

originally written in the Italian language.  

 

 

Sonnet for Autumn 

Allegro  

Celebrates the peasant, with songs and dances, 

 The pleasure of a bountiful harvest. 

 And fired up by Bacchus' liquor, many end their revelry in sleep. 

 

Adagio molto 

 Everyone is made to forget their cares and to sing and dance 

 By the air which is tempered with pleasure 

 And (by) the season that invites so many, many 

 Out of their sweetest slumber to fine enjoyment 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVNo64WfV7o
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Allegro 

 The hunters emerge at the new dawn, 

 And with horns and dogs and guns depart upon their hunting 

 The beast flees and they follow its trail; 

 Terrified and tired of the great noise 

 Of guns and dogs, the beast, wounded, threatens 

 Languidly to flee, but harried, dies. 

Source: http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Four_Seasons_Sonnets 

 

 

Autumn in West Canada, Chippeway Indians by Cornelius David Krieghoff 

http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/The_Four_Seasons_Sonnets
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The Scream by Edvard Munch is from 1893. It was 

painted using tempera and pastel paints on board. 

Edvard Munch grew up in Oslo, the capital of 

Norway in Northern Europe. He had a sad 

childhood. His mother died of a disease called 

tuberculosis (TB) when Edvard was only 5 years old. 

His older sister, Sophie died at the age of 15. 

Another sister suffered from mental illness. Edvard 

was often ill as a child. A lot of Munch’s art is about 

illness, death and sorrow.   

Munch was part of the Expressionist movement in 

painting. Expressionist artists expressed emotion and meaning in their paintings. 

Munch’s most famous work is called The Scream. There are four versions of the 

painting. The Scream is so popular; one version was sold for almost $120 million.  
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Excerpt from 

THE ADVENTURES OF PINOCCHIO 

by Carlo Collodi (Pseudonym of Carlo Lorenzini) 

Pinocchio sells his A-B-C book to pay his way into the 

Marionette Theater 

See Pinocchio hurrying off to school with his new A-B-C book under his arm! As he 

walked along, his brain was busy 

planning hundreds of wonderful 

things, building hundreds of castles 

in the air. Talking to himself, he 

said:  

"In school today, I'll learn to read, 

tomorrow to write, and the day 

after tomorrow I'll do arithmetic. 

Then, clever as I am, I can earn a 

lot of money. With the very first 

pennies I make, I'll buy Father a 

new cloth coat. Cloth, did I say? 

No, it shall be of gold and silver 

with diamond buttons. That poor 

man certainly deserves it; for, after 

all, isn't he in his shirt sleeves 

because he was good enough to 

buy a book for me? On this cold 

day, too! Fathers are indeed good 

to their children!"  

As he talked to himself, he thought he heard sounds of pipes and drums coming 

from a distance: pi-pi-pi, pi-pi-pi…zum, zum, zum, zum.  
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He stopped to listen. Those sounds came from a little street that led to a small 

village along the shore.  

"What can that noise be? What a nuisance that I have to go to school! 

Otherwise..."  

There he stopped, very much puzzled. He felt he had to make up his mind for 

either one thing or another. Should he go to school, or should he follow the 

pipes?  

"Today I'll follow the pipes, and tomorrow I'll go to school. There's always plenty 

of time to go to school," decided the little rascal at last, shrugging his shoulders.  

No sooner said than done. He started down the street, going like the wind. On he 

ran, and louder grew the sounds of pipe and drum: pi-pi-pi, pi-pi-pi, pi-pi-pi...zum, 

zum, zum, zum.  

Suddenly, he found himself in a large square, full of people standing in front of a 

little wooden building painted in brilliant colors.  

"What is that house?" Pinocchio asked a little boy near him.  

"Read the sign and you'll know."  

"I'd like to read, but somehow I can't today."  

"Oh, really? Then I'll read it to you. Know, then, that written in letters of fire I see 

the words: GREAT MARIONETTE THEATER.  
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"When did the show start?"  

"It is starting now."  

"And how much does one pay to get in?"  

"Four pennies."  

Pinocchio, who was wild with curiosity to know what was going on inside, lost all 

his pride and said to the boy shamelessly:  

"Will you give me four pennies until tomorrow?"  

"I'd give them to you gladly," answered the other, poking fun at him, "but just 

now I can't give them to you."  

"For the price of four pennies, I'll sell you my coat."  

"If it rains, what shall I do with a coat of flowered paper? I could not take it off 

again."  

"Do you want to buy my shoes?"  
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"They are only good enough to light a fire with."  

"What about my hat?"  

"Fine bargain, indeed! A cap of dough! The mice might come and eat it from my 

head!"  

Pinocchio was almost in tears. He was just about to make one last offer, but he 

lacked the courage to do so. He hesitated, he wondered, he could not make up his 

mind. At last he said:  

"Will you give me four pennies for the book?"  

"I am a boy and I buy nothing from boys," said the little fellow with far more 

common sense than the Marionette.  

"I'll give you four pennies for your A-B-C book," said a ragpicker who stood by.  

Then and there, the book changed hands. And to think that poor old Geppetto sat 

at home in his shirt sleeves, shivering with cold, having sold his coat to buy that 

little book for his son! 


